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Ø 5 Level 3 Emergencies covering 16 Ø 63.9 million people of concern
countries
Ø $7.2 billion 2015 budget
Ø 2 Level 2 Emergencies covering 10 Ø 9,700 staff members in 126 countries
additional countries
and over 400 separate locations
Ø Over 700 implementing partners 2

UNHCR resources allocated to emergencies
Total UNHCR field operations globally
Emergency operations

Non-emergency operations

Staff in field operations
Emergency operations

Non-emergency operations

16%
49%

51%

84%

2015 budget in field operations
Emergency operations

Non-emergency operations

25%

Top 20 high risk operations in 2015
Emergency operations

Non-emergency operations

30%

75%

70%
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A boat filled with refugees and migrants crossing the Mediterranean floats off the
coast of Italy © Italian Navy/Masimo Sestini
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UNHCR ERM: 2012-13 Internal conceptualization
• ISO 31000 adopted as the guiding framework

UNHCR-specific approach
• Main roles and responsibilities outlined
to ERM developed

• Implementation options considered

• Pilot risk assessments in 4 field operations
Pilot risk assessments in • Assessment methodology reviewed and revised
the field
• Implementation options tested

HQ focus groups conduct • Preliminary outline of risks generated
preliminary risk
• Risk categories reviewed and revised
assessments
• Assessment methodology revisited

Initial development of
detailed guidance and
training material

• Multi-functional project advisory group created
• Guidance and training material produced
• Supporting tools developed
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UNHCR ERM: 2014-2015 Adoption and implementation

Policy and administrative instructions issued
ERM focal points trained
ERM eLearning for all staff launched
First risk assessment completed in Q1/2015
First annual risk review held in Q4/2015
Monitoring and treatment of high priority risks
The first risk assessment covered 100% of
Operations and HQ Divisions.
Mandatory risk reviews are held at the time of
detailed planning (Q4).
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UNHCR ERM Policy and Administrative Instruction
Purpose, scope, rationale and main principles

a
a Risk management process
aKey roles and responsibilities
aDefinitions (risk categories, risk attributes)
aImplementation instructions and procedures
r

Organization-wide risk criteria/appetite

r Prescriptive risk treatments
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UNHCR ERM: Main roles and responsibilities
Key roles
• Risk owners: the High Commissioner, Heads of HQ entities, Field
Representatives
• Risk management focal points: key field and HQ staff
Key activities
• Develop and maintain risk registers, annual review at the time of detailed
planning
• Treat priority risks throughout programme implementation
• Monitoring and review
ERM unit
•
•
•
•

Support the risk management process throughout the organization
Manage ERM rollout, provide training, facilitate risk assessments
Maintain Corporate and Strategic risk registers
Organization-wide monitoring, reporting and trend analysis

Enterprise Risk Management and Oversight functions
• ERM supports planning of oversight activities (audits, inspections, others)
• Audit provides assurance on effectiveness of risk management
• Independent Audit and Oversight Committee regularly reviews progress of ERM
implementation
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UNHCR Risk Registers (for internal use only)
Corporate risk register: Field risks + HQ entity risks
Risk info

detailed description of a risk, including:

Causes, risk event, consequences

Impact

level of impact on objectives, expressed as:

Insignificant → Minor → Moderate → Major → Disastrous

Likelihood

likelihood of a risk to occur, expressed as:

Very Low → Low → Medium → High → Very High

Risk categories

thematic grouping into three categories for analysis:

Institutional; management and support; operations / implementation

Risk treatment

measures in place, measures needed to be put in place:

Proactive treatments; reactive treatments

Strategic risk register: Significant organization-wide risks
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UNHCR ERM 2016-onwards:
Improving quality, integration, policy review
Structured review and
quality control
Linkages between
Corporate and
Strategic Risk
Registers
Harmonization of risk
assessment
methodologies

Integrate linkages with
oversight functions

• Review of categorization for consistency
• Review of priorities and treatments for completeness
• Coaching to operations
• Identifying thematic and regional patterns in the CRR
• Assessing linkages between CRR and SRR

• Explore possibilities for harmonization of themespecific risk assessments with ERM

• Use risk registers in oversight planning (2016)
• Audit to provide active risk assurance (2017-)
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Newly arrived South Sudanese refugees receive accommodation and meals at the
transit centre in Adjumani, in northern Uganda. © UNHCR /Will Swanson
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UNHCR definition of Emergency Preparedness

Sets of actions and measures introduced before an
emergency to improve the effectiveness, efficiency,
timeliness and accountability of UNHCR’s emergency
response, to protect and save the lives of persons of
concern*
•

Working definition
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UNHCR emergency preparedness activities and controls

•

Risk analysis with stakeholders, contingency planning, Minimum
Preparedness Actions (all operations), Advanced Preparedness
Actions (higher risk operations);

•

Protection monitoring systems (e.g. border monitoring, Sexual and
Gender Based Violence (SGBV) strategies, child protection strategies);

•
•
•

Early warning and alert systems at the entry points;
Capacity building for staff, partners, government and civil society;
Prepositioning supplies, establishing supply routes and tackling legal
and logistical barriers;
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UNHCR emergency preparedness activities and controls

•

Global stockpiles of core relief items;

•

Local and regional market capacity analysis including cash options;

•

Coordination mechanisms in place (incl. inter-agency);

•

People of concern at the centre of the response planning;

•

Resource mobilization;

•

Rosters of senior staff, Emergency Response Teams and technical
specialists ready to be deployed at short notice
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Current initiatives to further strengthen emergency preparedness

•
•
•

Inclusion and tracking of related risks in the Corporate Risk Register
Drafting global preparedness strategy
High Alert List for Emergency Preparedness (HALEP), a diagnostic tool for risk analysis and
preparedness activities

•
•
•

Ongoing training activities
Building analysis capacity specializing in complex emergencies and conflicts
Establishment of UNHCR’s role in DfID funded interagency preparedness project with 10
focus countries

•
•

Second tier warehouse in Djibouti, planned warehouse for Uganda
Building support services and capacity to monitor the UNHCR policy on Emergency
Response Activation, Leadership and Accountabilities

•
•

Updating preparedness tools based on learning and feedback
Supporting contingency plans (workshops/deployments/technical advice)
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UNHCR second line of defense in emergencies
Ø Division of Emergency Security and Supply – Emergency Capacity
Management Service
Ø Regional Bureaux and Regional Offices – strategic guidance and
monitoring missions to emergency operations
Ø HQ Divisions – substantive and subject matter expert missions and
trainings
Ø Chief Risk Officer – rolling out Enterprise Risk Management,
including for emergencies
Ø Overall leadership role of the Assistant High Commissioner for
Operations in emergency responses
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UNHCR third line of defense in emergencies

Ø Office of the Inspector General – inspections of and investigations
related to emergencies

Ø Policy Development and Evaluation Service – Thematic and RealTime Evaluations of emergency responses

Ø UNHCR Audit Service, IAD/OIOS – risk-based internal audits related
to emergency preparedness and response
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Role of UNHCR Audit Service in emergencies
Ø26 audit posts in Geneva, Nairobi, Amman and Budapest
Ø79 field audits completed between 2012 and 2015. 33 of the reports were on
operations with emergencies: 189 important recs, 29 critical ones
Ø14 audits of emergency operations included in the 2016 work plan (60% of
all field audits for 2016)
ØAudit of global stockpile management done in 2012; Audit of emergency
preparedness will commence soon
ØIncreased priority given to emergency operations in work planning (country
operations effected by emergencies are by default high risk)
ØAdjustments to work planning if needed to reflect emerging emergencies
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UNHCR Audit Service coverage of emergencies
Lebanon
Europe (Greece,
fyROM, Serbia,
Hungary, Croatia

Syria

Turkey

Jordan

Chad
Niger

Iraq
Sudan

Nigeria

Yemen
Somalia

Djibouti
Ethiopia

South
Sudan

Cameroon

Tanzania

Kenya

Uganda

DRC
Burundi

Rwanda

Ø Audit reports issued on 19 of the
current emergency operations
since 2012

Ø Audit reports on 4 other current
emergency operations due to be
completed by early 2017
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Families from Falluja, Iraq, continue to flee from the city as fighting continues.
© UNHCR/Anmar Qusay
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Recurrent audit issues in emergency operations
Ø Distribution of Non-Food Items
Ø Cash assistance payments
Ø Procurement with excessive waivers and non-compliance
Ø Use of operational advances (justification/documentation)
Ø Registration and profiling persons of concern and targeting assistance
Ø Early contingency planning for different possible scenarios
Ø MOSS compliance of new offices
Ø Selection and monitoring of implementing partners
Ø Country-Specific issues: e.g. Health, Shelter, WASH
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Emergency shelter project in Cameroon © UNHCR/Tijerina
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